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_" Summary tions. Integrated pressure distribution measurements
are also compared with force-balance measurements of
Detailed pressure distribution measurements were lift.
made for 11 configurations of a unique, multisegmented
wing nlodel operating at a ]ift coefficient of 0.6 and a Symbols
wing-chord Reynolds number of 1 x 10 6 in the Langley
4- by 7-Meter Tunnel. The untapered aspect-ratio-7 CL lift coefficient, Liftq_S
model generated a wide range of span-load distributions dCLcB
. by the application of wing twist along the span to 72 CL,CB centerbody lift coefficient, c_
"' independently rotatable wing segments. The tested CL,p lift coefficient derived from integrated
configurations encompassed span loads ranging from right-wing cp data, _ fo c, dy
that of an untwisted wing to simple flapped wings both
with and without upper-surface spoilers attached, c wing chord, m
For each of the wing twist configurations, electronic c_ section lift coeffÉcient, c_ cos(a + An)
scanning pressure transducers were used to obtain 580
surface pressure measurements on the wing in about c,_ section normal-force coefficient inte-
0.1 sec. Integrated pressure distribution measurements grated from chordwise % data
compared favorably with force-balance measurements
cp Static pressure coefficient,
of lift on the model when the model centerbody lift q_
was included. Complete plots and tabulations of the p local static pressure, Pa
pressure distribution data for each model configuration
are provided. Poo free-stream static pressure, Pa
qoo free-stream dynamic pressure, Pa
Introduction S wing reference area, m2
Wake vortex studies were conducted in a wind
s wing semispan, m
tunnel by using a unique, pressure-instrumented wing
model that was capable of controlled variations in span X, Y, Z right-hand Cartesian coordinate system
load. Part of the test results included detailed wing load originating at centerline of wing leading
distribution measurements obtained for several model edge, with X aligned to wind-tunnel
configurations at a nominal lift coefficient of 0.6 and longitudinal centerline, Y aligned
wing-chord Reynolds number of 1 × 10 6. These data horizontally out the right wing and
were required to correlate with wake vortex develop- perpendicular to X, and Z aligned
ment and decay. As first noted by Betz in 1933 (ref. 1), vertl,_lly upward
the wing span-load distribution plays a major role in x, y, z longitudinal, lateral, and vertical dimen-
the reorganization of its bound circulation field into the sions along the X, Y, Z Cartes;an coordi-
downstream pair of counterrotating vortices that make hate system, respectively, m
up its wake. Later theoretical and experimental work
(see refs. 2 and 3) highlighted this concept, but a lack a geometric angle of attack of wing center-
of detailed load distribution measurements for a range line chord, deg
of span loads inhibited the investigation of the transfor- Ac_ wing-segment twist angle relative to
mation from wing flow to wake flow. wing centerline chord (wing-segment
The untapered aspect-ratio-7 wing used in this in-
vestigation was capable of generating a wide range of leading edge up is positive), deg
span-load distributions via wing twist applied along the Abbreviation:
span of the wing to 72 independently rotatable wing seg- VTW variable twist wing
ments. Detailed load distribution d_ta were obtained
from over 550 pressure-orifice measurements on a semi- Model Description
span for each of 11 model configurations. These config-
urations represented span loads ranging from that of a The variable twist wing (VTW) model, shown in
_; simple untwisted wing through several twisted wings to figure 1, was mounted atop a faired support strut that
r part-span-flap wings. One of the part-span-flap confign- attached to the centerbody for installation in the wind-
i rationshad upper-surfacespoilersattachedtoevaluate tunneltestsection.The model,shown schematically
_ a vortex-alleviation concept. The results are plotted iu figure 2, had a metal wing with a taper ratio of
. and tabulated in this report as chordwise pressure co- 1, an aspect ratio of 7, a span of 2.489 m, and an
efficient distributions and spanwise section lift distribu- NACA 0012 airfoil section. The wing consisted of
!
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72 segments (each 2.96 cm wide and independently height of 4.42 m, a width of 6.63 m, and a length
rotatable about its quarter chord), with 36 installed of 15.24 m. The VTW was blade mounted atop a
on each side of a wing center panel of 35.be-cm span sting within the forward portion of the test section,
fixed to the centerbody. A body-of-revolution wing- near the entrance cone, and maintained at the test-
tip cap was fitted to each wing tip and twisted in section centerline during the test runs. The angle of
unison with the final outboard wing segment. Spoilers attack was determined from an accelerometer mounted
or drag plates (shown in fig. 3) were added to two in the fuselage. A six-component strain-gauge balance
VTW configurations to alter the span-load distribution was used to determine lift, drag, and pitching moment
and/or the turbulence distribution shed into the wing on the wing and centerbody combination. Blockage
wake. These devices were centered at y/s = +0.607 and jet-boundary corrections were applied to the wind-
with the drag plates mounted aft of the trailing edge at tunnel data according to the methods of references 4
about z/c = 1.43. and 5, respectively; however, these corrections were
The VTW model had 580 pressure taps for the men- essentially negligible. The test was conducted at a
surement of spanwise and chordwise pressure distribu- Reynolds number of about 1 x 106, based on wing
tions. Pressure coefficient data were obtained along 19 chord, requiring free-stream values of dynamic pressure
spanwise locations on the right wing and 1 symmetri- and velocity of 1005 Pa and 40.52 m/sec, respectively.
cally matching location just left of the wing centerline. A high value of CL was desirable for the downstream
; Each spanwise location and the corresponding chord- wake surveys that were performed as part of t_e wake
wise locations of the pressure orifices are given in table I. vortex investigation, but CL had to be sufficiently _,
:i Right-wing segments were hollowed to accept either !ow to avoid wing stall over any twisted portion of
|:} pressure-orifice tubing or electronic scanning pressure the VTW. Local regions of separated flow would have
transducers and associated wiring. Generally, alter- introduced unwanted turbulence into the wake and
ii transducers that invalidated comparisons with simple analytical span-hate segments contained the pressure
_! accepted the pressure-orifice inputs from the adjacent load predictions. To meet these requirements, a value of
' segment through openings in each side of the segment. CL of about 0.6 (as determined with the internal force
i These openings were sized and located to accommodate balance) was utilized for all VTW pressure distribution
: up to 15° twist between adjacent segments without un- measurements. ii
sealing the openings to the free stream. Pressure data Values of CL, obtained with the force balance, are
were taken under computer control with all 580 orifices cited only for comparison with the values of CL,p,
electronically scanned and recorded in 0.1 sec. obtained by integration of the pressure distribution
The VTW design thus allowed the span-load distri- measurements. Each CL measurement corresponded to
bution to be tailored via wing-segment twist, and the the average of 50 points, taken by sampling 10 points
pressure instrumentation permitted accurate monitor- per second for 5 sec from a 0.1-Hz low-pass-filtered
ing of the pressure distribution over the wing. Eleven data signal. Maximum force-balance errors in normal
" VTW configurations, differing in either wing twist dis- and axial forces were 22 N and 11 N, respectively. At
tribution or wing-device installations, were tested for a Reynolds number of 1 x 106 with the VTW set at .
this investigation. The configurations, shown in fig- a = 12.5°, these errors correspond to a possible 4-0.027 i
ure 4, are categorized into three groups--continuous error in CL, or about +4.5 percent of the nominal
span-load distributions, part-span-flap span-load dis- CL = 0.6.
tributions, and alleviated wake vortex configurations. Pressure distribution measurements were taken on
In terms of the wake vortex investigation, this group- all VTW configurations in table II. As noted previously,
ing system differentiates between the configurations of electronic scanning pressure transducers were incorpo-
group I, which produced one predominant vortex per rated within VTW wing segments to allow a computer-
semispan, and those of group II, which shed multi- controlled recording of all 580 pressure-orifice values in
pie semispan vortices; configurations of group III were about 0.1 sec. The accuracy of the scanning pressure
tested to examine the mechanism of spoiler-produced transducers was specified as +g6 Pa, with about 80 per-
wake vortex alleviation. The configurations are given cent of the transducers having an error of no more than
designations and are described in table II. These group- +46 Pa. If the transducer errors were randomly dis-
ings and configuration designations will be utilized tributed over the wing, the integrated c,, values should
throughout the remainder of this report. Details of the be correct within +0.02 and the integrated CL,p should
VTW twist distri'_utions are given in table III. be correct within +0.006 (4-1 percent of the nominal
CL = 0.6). An additlc.nal source of cs and C£,p er-
Test Conditiotls ,_nd Accuracy ror was due to ignori'l_ the local chordwise (or axial)
The Langley 4- by "-Meter Tunnel was utilized forces in the integratiuns. Examination of the chord-
r for this investigation, the test section of which has a wise contribution to both high- and low-drag VTW
2/.: :
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configurations at wing segments with small and large CL,v with e L brings the errors well within the envelope
c_ values, and at wing segments with the spoilers in- of pressure instrumentation and force-balance accuracy.
stalled, revealed a resultant error typically in the range
of +1 percent, but not more than =t=3percent. Thus, Presentation of Results
the overall error in the CL,p values can be expected to
Results are plotted and tabulated for the wing twist
be typically +2 percent, but not more than +4 percent, configurations by group numbers I, II, and III. (See
These error ranges are with respect to lift on the wing table II.) The applicable figure and table numbers are
alone and do not account for neglecting tl, e centerbody as follows:
lift, which was a function of angle of attack and thus
varied for each VTW configuration.
Each lift distribution was derived from the pres- Plotted in Listed in
sure distribution data by cosine transformation of each
Measurement figure--- table---
chordwise-integrated c,, through its local angle of at-
Group I: VTWl VTW2, VTW3, VTW4tack (a + An) to get local c, values. Each chordwise cn
was arrived at by chordwise trapezoidal integration of CL and CL,p IV, V
the 29 measurements of cp at that spanwise station by c: versus y/s 5 V
utilizing a trailing-edge ep value assigned as the mean of cn versus y/s V
the most aft upper- and lower-surface cp measurements, cp versus x/c 6 V
The c, values attained for the right wing were then in- Group II: VTW5, VTW6, VTW7
CL and CL,p IV, VItegrated by using a cubic spline fit of the 19 spanwise c,
m_;,surements, along with the centerline ct set equal to c, versus y/s 7 VI
the measured e, at y/s = 0.0612 and the wing-tip c_ set cn versus y/s VI
equal to 0. Thus, this integration of CL,p assumed no cp versus x/c 8 VI
lift on the body-of-revolution wing-tip caps, no modifi- Group III: VTW7So, VTW7S1,
cation due to the presence of the body, and equal lift on VTW7S3, VTWTS3P
the right and left wings. The latter assumption was jus- CL and CL,p IV, VII
tiffed by the measurement of negligible rolling moment c, versus y/s 9 VII t
on the VTW during the test runs. Since no pressure dis- ca versus y/s VII
tribution measurements were made on the centerbody cp versus x/c 10 VII
or along the wing centerline, the effect of the center-
body was not included in the CL,p integration. The c,
measured at y/s = -0.0612 was ignored in the CL,p Concluding Remarks
integration since a small right-to-left wing lateral-flow Detailed pressure distribution measurements were
angularity caused the centerbody to affect the left-wing made for 11 configurations of a unique, multisegmented
lower-surface flow at this location, resulting in a locally winr model operating at a lift coefficient of 0.6 and a
reduced e, left of the wing centerline, wing-chord Reynolds number of 1 x 106 in the Langley
Table IV compares the force-balance-measured and 4- by 7-Meter Tunnel. The untapered aspect-ratio-7
pressure-integrated lift for a nominal CL = 0.6 for all model generated a wide range of span-load distributions
VTW configurations. Failure to incorporate the center- by the application of wing twist along the span to 72
body lift results in a significant negative error, as seen in independently rotatable wing segments. The tested
the fourth column of table IV. Extrapolation of center- configurations enco-'_passea span loads ranging from
body lift from experimental measurements of cylindrical that of an untwisted wing to simple flapped wings both
bodies alone (refs. 6 and 7) cannot account for the lift with and without upper-surface spoilers attached.
deficit shown. To account for the influence of the wing For each of the wing twist configurations, electronic
on the centerbody, a potential flow, panel method code scanning pressure transducers were used to obtain 580
(ref.8)was usedtomodeltheVTW wingand center- surfacepressuremeasurementson thewing inabout
body combination.Runs weremade ata = 0° and 8°, 0.1sec.Pressurecoefficientdatawereobtainedalong
and thepredictedcenterbodyliftcontributionatboth 19spanwiselocationson therightwingand Isymmet-
anglesofattackwas usedtodeterminedCL,cB/dafor ricallymatchinglocationjustleftofthewingcenterline;
VTWI (theuntwistedwingconfiguration),whichwas however,asmallright-to-leftwinglateral-flowangular-
thenappliedtothepropera foreachVTW configura- itycausedthemodelcenterbodytoaffectheleft-wing
"* tion to approximate CL cs The resulting dCL,cB/da measurements. Integrated right-wing pressure distri-
I (about0.002perdegreebasedon theVTW reference butionmeasurementscompared favorablywithforce-
* area) is substantially above experimental body-alone balance measurements of lift when the model center-
"_ measurements,and itsinclusioni tothecomparisonof body liftwas included.Completeplotsand tabulations
3
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TABLE I. VTW PRESSURE-ORIFICE LOCATION5
Span location Chord location
segment y/s x/c ±z/c
O-La -0.0612 0 0
0-Ra .0612 .0125 .01894
1 .1560 .0250 .02615
3 .2037 .0500 .03555
5 .2513 .1000 .04683
7 .2989 .1500 .05345
9 .3465 .2000 .05738
13 .4418 .3000 .06001
15 .4894 .4000 .05803
17 .5370 .5000 .05294
19 .5846 .6000 .04563
21 .6322 .7000 .03664
23 .6798 .8000 .02623
25 .7275 .9000 .01448






(O-L) and right (O-R) side of wing center-panel
• .... I i ii
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TABLE II. VTW CONFIGURATIONS
Wing twist
Group configuration Configuration description
VTW1 Untwisted wing
I VTW2 Approximately rectangular loading
VTW3 Maximum loading at midsemispan
VTW4 Tapered loading, maximum at centet'line
VR_W5 40-percent flapped' wing
II VTW6 60-percent flapped wing
VTW7 80-percent flapped wing
VTW7So 80-percent flapped wing with spoilers
VTW7S1 Wing twisted to approximately match
III span lnading of VTW7S0
VTW7S3 Wing twisted to approximately match
span loading of VTW7So (alternate of VTWTS1)





TABLE III. Vq_ TWIST DISTRIBUTIONS
L(I is given with respect to wing center panel; wing-segmenleading edge up is positive
Wing Inboard A(x, deg, for wing configurations--
segment edge Y/s VTWl IVTW2 VTW31VTW4 V_W5 VTW6 !VTW7 VTW7S 0 IVTW7S I VTW7S 3 VTW7S3P
iCenterline 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I .1429 2 -1
2 .1667 -I
3 .1905 -2
4 .2143 ! 2 i
5 .2381 I -3
6 .2619 ,i -3 I
i
I
7 .2857 4 -'4 I
8 .3095 -4
9 .3333 I, -5 i
10 .3571 .5 -5 -2 i
11 .3810 -5 -4
12 .4048 -6 -6
1 3 .4286 [ 6 -7
14 .4524 _ Ii
1 5 .4762 I. 0 i
16 .5000 ! _
17 .5238 -15 -15.00 -15.00
18 .5476
19 .5714 4 r
20 .5952 1.5 -7 -2.0 I
21 .6190 -4.0
22 .6429 -6.0
23 .6667 i ! ', -11.25 -11 .25
24 .6905 ,_ I, _, i { 0 -l.50 -7.50
I
i
25 .7143 2.0 2 -8 I -3.75 -3.75
I 0 0
26 .7381 i
27 .7619 I I , _ -3.00 -3.00
28 .7857 1 ! -6 -6 -6 -6.00 -6.00
29 .8095 _, ! "
30 .8333 2.5 '1 -9
31 .8571 I 0 -9 I
32 .8810 I -10
33 .9048 I i -11 -5.5
34 .9286 I _, I -11 -5.0
35 .9524 I 3.0 I -12 -4.5
36 .9762 r 3,0 _ -12 _ -4.0 , r





TABLE IV.COMPARISON OF FORCE-BALANCE-MEASURED AND PRESSURE-
INTEGRATED LIFT FOR A NOMINAL CL ----0.6
Wing twist
configuration e L CL,p CL,p -- CL (eL,p + CL,CB) -- CLCz CL
VTWl 0.614 0.580 -0.055 -0.030
VTW2 .601 .575 -.043 -.021
VTW3 .602 .592 -.017 .000
VTW4 .628 .577 -.081 -.041 :
VTW5 0.615 0.597 -0.029 +0.008
VTW6 .620 .591 -.047 -.017
VTW7 .596 .571 -.042 -.014
VTW7So 0.591 0.555 -0.061 -0.023
VTW7S1 .607 .575 -.053 -.015
VTW7S3 .583 .564 -.033 +.007
VTW7SaP .606 .591 -.025 +.015
......... w m _
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!TABLE V. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION MBASUREMENTS FOR GROUP I VTW CONFIGURATIONS
(a) Wing twist configuration VTW1. a = 7.50°; Cz, = 0.614; CL,p = 0.580
VALUESOFCpFORyls =
XI¢ Z/C -,061ZE ,06127 ,15004 ,20566 ._5178 .29889 ,34651 .4_?_q .439.7 ,53699
0,0000 0o_000 -.54376 -.9L647 -1,09353 -I,0ZOZq -,Q7704 -,gS_40 -,05591 - ?0_? -,6_0_ -.58_6_
,0125 ,01004 -2,57001 -?,66156 -2,598_4 -Z,?IO|S -E,62163 -Z,$5641 -Z,58902 -2,6306_ I -2._84C. -2,30017
*OZSO .02611 -2*OOZO0 -Z,36073 -3,03627 -?_49984 -Z,Z8151 -7,03461 -1,mZ496 -I,'Z050 -?,113_[ -2,01132
*0300 *03515 -1,$7004 -1,63160 -2,9_416 -|*_$291 -1,85757 -|,0Z962 -1,$063_ -!,?_ _ -;.69 ,j -;.o5Z58
,3000 *046_3 -1*|0740 -1,26123 -1,34013 -1,31_?? -1,35_?? -1,30336 -1,Z_453 -|,25657 -1,73, _' -1,18Z03
,1900 ,_J1_5 ",9118Z -|*03761 -1,316_1 -1,11Z15 -1,11'0749 -1,08883 -1,0_419 -l,0tbqZ -1-_*.95 -1,01431
,ZOO0 .Og?_n -.??Z05 -,e9784 -.95175 -.04009 -,0tq?? -,9Z579 -,95049 -,80784 -,88386 -.86989
,5000 ,06001 -,_0103 -,60019 -,?ll4fl -,?1614 -,?0216 -,71140 -,69753 -,68819 -,67423 -,65158
.4000 *05803 -*42729 -*5Z979 -.33444 -,55308 -,54376 -*t39|0 -,$3444 -,51115 -*51581 -,49717
,t000 *O_Zq4 ",30_30 -.40400 -*3gOOZ -,40865 ",40863 "*39468 -*39934 -*394bB ",36536 -*36672
,6000 *04_63 -*18169 -*29_18 "*28_86 "*Zg?SZ -,78Z86 -*Z?SZO -,28286 -*Z7351 -,Z733_ -*26423
,7000 *03664 **09651 "*19900 ",18037 -,1_503 -,t_037 ",38037 "*tg037 -,tTq?t ",10037 -*16173
*8000 ,0Z673 ,00131 "*09611 "*08719 -*0_63! "*O?3Z! -,06055 "*06_t5 -*073ZI -,06390 "*0_g_4
,9000 *0444B ,_t$t4 *00433 ,0296_ ,03394 ,03860 ,05ZS3 ,_61_6 ,04?qz ,0_Z$6 *057Z4
*9800 *00403 *ZZ030 ,10848 ,1ZZ46 ,1271Z ,|3041 ,1S507 ,1_?1_ ,lq041 ,11314 ,13973
,0|_3 -,01094 .163Z3 ,q?_04 .9703_ ,q6s?? *q7036 ,qb_7Z ,qbS?_ ,97504 ,38qQZ *qg90Z
,0250 -,0_615 ,97038 ,96106 ,83061 ,qO_8l .q0516 .qOO30 ,894S? ,g6788 ,853ql .81q93
.0300 -,03_35 .81664 *76071 .63t_7 ._6 .644_6 .630_8 ,6_6E *60Z33 *59301 ,56506
,1000 -.04683 ,55_08 ,49031 ,40199 ,1_136 ,17870 ,36472 ,3SS41 ,29950 ,33677 ,34609
.1500 -.03145 ,39734 .35_31 *ZS?5? ,_529| ,2'8Z5 *Z4359 ,_3427 *E_030 .21098 ,19700
,ZOO0 -,05738 ,_484 ,ZZ030 ,36905 .11303 ,17371 ,19507 ,l_qo? ,14575 ,13178 .13178
,3000 -,06001 ,17371 ,0_451 ,09917 ,0_519 ._gSlq ,07121 ,07567 ,071_1 ,04326 ,0t7_4
,4000 -*05503 ,17Z46 *043_6 ,05TZ4 .05758 *05ZS_ *0479_ *03_58 *05zqo ,04326 ,0Z920
,5000 -,Oq_q4 ,1038_ *00599 *01194 ,01860 *03860 ,03060 ,01R60 .04326 *OZ46Z .0246Z
,6000 -,04563 .06F55 -,0173| *0Z462 .OZgZ_ *033_4 *03860 ,0_326 ,04326 *03394 ,03394
,7000 -*0_664 ,043Z6 -,o_qqz *OZ46E ,03394 *04326 *04792 ,043E6 ,043Z6 .043Z6 ,043Z6
.8000 -,_623 *071_ -*O_q? ,03860 ,05724 .O61Rq ,06655 ,066_5 .07_! *Ob_6q *06655
,qO00 -,01148 ,13_78 .0_928 ,080_5 .09491 ,08319 ,09431 ,1058_ ,OQqI? ,09917 *09451
,9600 -,00403 ,_1_91 *08_39 *t0_48 ,1271_ ,1317_ ,14110 ,141_0 ,11644 ,14575 .1271Z
INT_GRATEOCn .s3z_ .6s3z ,?0t6 .?o_s ._,q_ .6_3s .6?00 .6_._ .6,o_ ,6173
A_, (DEG) o,ooo o.ooo o.ooo o,0oo o,ooo o,ooo o,_oo o.oo_ 0,ooo o,ooo
a.+A_., (OEGI _.500 _._00 ?,500 7.500 ?.300 7._00 _.500 7.500 ?,300 _.soo
_[SULTA_cI .6z75 ,6395 ,6976 .69_| .6fl13 ,6676 ,6641 .64_q ,635Z ,6120
VALUESOFci) FORyls =
X_C Z_C ,$8461 ,63Z_3 ,619_5 .7_747 .?7509 .SZZTO .8703E ,91794 .96556 ,93937
J
0,0000 0,_]000 -,_950; -,51581 -,39914 -,15741 -,20366 -.11114 -,00333 ,1_717 ,*qZ6g ,56040 !
•0125 ,0|894 -Z,ESgZ4 -Z,09032 -2,10919 -1,99_6n -1,95075 -1,79701 -1,6_091 -1,49418 -1,20067 -.93045 ._
,0250 ,07615 -Z,Ob?2Z -1,93ZU -1,862_3 -I,79701 -I,7643_ -1,58Z70 -1,39168 -1,3916n -1,27907 -,8t591
• 0100 ,03555 -1,60599 -1,50736 -1,55940 -!,4_95Z -1,41361 -1*30839 -t,27987 -I,17?37 -,97238 -,73137
,1000 ,04683 -|,17Z71 -|,18_03 -1,1494Z -1.12612 -1,10283 -1,06556 -,_956q -,9|!e? -,74409 -.59967
,1500 ,05349 -1,00031 -,98170 -,9677_ -,91977 -,q9518 -,84193 -,_qObn -.7440_ -,60399 -,49251
*ZOO0 ,01738 -,86037 -,837_? -,04659 -,qO000 -,?67t9 -,72146 -,47_7 -*_0999 -,34609 -.40665
,1000 ,06001 -,65097 -,61494 -,63604 -*60431 -,S?I?P -,1464Z -.1191| -,4505R -,35741 -,31348
• _000 .09803 -*4923L ".403Z0 -.487_6 -.46456 -.441Z? -*41797 -.1713_ -,t5877 -.Z7355 -*Z_bZ?
,_000 ,09294 -,33741 -,33741 -.35Z?3 -,31_11 -,32013 -*29604 -,?_157 -,_4_39 -*_0632 -,17571
,6000 ,04561 -,Z3491 ",2t021 ",230Zg .'*z40ql ",Z_?30 -*Z0832 -,_81_ -,18017 -,14776 -,16173
,7000 ,03664 -*13707 -*_4776 -,13344 -.!4310 -.1337_ -.11314 -,|1314 -,_0631 -.1_363 -,_6969
.8000 *02623 -,030_4 -,049_ -.06855 -*04_92 -*05178 -,01394 -.OP_6_ -.0t194 -,0499Z -.35Z75
• 9000 ,0144_ *057_4 *057_4 *0_q_ *0_169 ,071_1 ,06189 .Ok_q *05?_4 -,00333 -.3717_
,9800 ,00403 ,15971 *16905 ,]5041 .15973 *16903 ,17371 ,15971 ,15507 ,09917 -,4|766
• OI_S -.01694 .99S33 *99633 .9090_ *q_q_ ,97030 ,q6106 ,Q331| .R_1_8 ,§073_ *73_76
,0_50 -,_615 ,8E110 ,01198 ,00Z66 .78e'8 ,70071 ,74_09 ,6908_ ,658Z3 *$6971 ,46116
• 0300 -,03t5_ ,56306 ,3464Z ,53Z_4 ,_091_ ,49051 *43?90 *4_5Zq *578?0 *Z901| ./|09|
,1000 -,046_1 ,3088_ *30416 *_7670 ,?3797 *_3893 ,_|96_ *|_769 *11507 *01053 *03i60
.1300 -.05343 .19Z34 ,17837 ,15507 ,14575 ,I_?IZ ,09917 ,09491 ,05774 *01331 -,0_197
,_000 -,05738 ,11314 ,10_4| ,099|7 ,00051 ,06635 ,043_6 ,0_660 -,0|_63 -,0343| -,03324
• 3000 -*06001 *01_60 *04126 .0_46_ *01996 -*00331 -*0|_63 -*9_q76 -*0'tZ6 -,00Z33 -.09651
• 9000 -*01801 *01996 ,0|331 -,007_ *00115 **0|_63 -.043_6 -,_6060 -,071_1 -*Oi?|q *,13144
• 3000 -,Og_q4 *01996 ,00399 -,03|_8 ,00111 -,01731 -*0Z66/ -,_530_ -*07|_i -*03719 -,10117
,6000 -,04965 *01996 ,o05qq -,00311 ,00113 *00133 -*00799 -,0E667 -,0_376 -,0_924 -*06719
,?000 -.03664 ,0479_ *O_q_| *o_q?_ *0_46_ *01063 ,00133 -,00333 **0_66_ -*04qg_ -*06519
• 6000 -,0_6Z1 ,03Z$8 ,06633 *03233 ,05733 ,03|60 *O_q?| *0_46_ *01063 -*0_197 -,07321
,qo00 -,01446 ,|03i_ .09451 ,073nT ,08319 ,06633 ,00053 ,06119 ,n6109 ,01996 -,043_6
•9300 _ -,00403 ,11041 ,13170 ,14375 ,1317_ *16110 ,14310 ,l_q?q ,11171 *oqqlT -*0499_
INT_GRAT[Oeft ,6036 ,3033 ,3670 ,5445 .50_4 ,4TZO ,411_ ,3?33 ,zTql ,3163
ACL, o,0oo 0,oo0 o,oo_ 0,o00 o,ooo o,ooo(OEG) 0,0OO 0,000 O,0O0
0.+_0._ (O[GI 7,SO0 ?,I00 7,100 ?,+0O ',+0O_ ?,_00 ,.SO0 ?.SO0 ?._00 ?,100







(b) Wing twist configuration VTW2. c_= 6.50°; CL = 0.601; CLm = 0.575
VALUES OF Cp FOR y/s=
xlc zfc
-.06zzz .061zz .15604 .20366 .Z_la_ .2908q .346_ .44175 .48917 .536q_
0.0000 0.00000 -.29340 -,47602 -,62§m0 -,_7890 -,5415_ -,_415_ -,48070 -*_530 -.§60Z7 -,53687
,012_ ,018q4 -2.17032 -2.27320 -Z,ZZlXl -2.33882 -2,_3q2_ -2,Z0309 -_,?m733 -Z,ZEb49 -2,28733 -Z,240_3
• OZ3C .0_615 -1.85706 -3.26086 -3,2_61M -l,43111 -1,/o71_ -1,80C57 -1,62740 -1.01S_4 -2,17969 -2.43243
•0500 .03355 -1.5197_ -1,59932 -1,64144 -1;63_48 -1,62072 -1,58528 -1,62272 -1,60400 *1,59932 -1.59932
• 1000 ,046e3 -1,07079 -1,13128 -1.17008 -I.19212 -1.17340 -1,_6_7Z -1.1_404 -1.16404 -1.17808 -1.13128
• 1500 .05349 -*Z066 -*Q4406 -1.01803 -1,0_05 -I._OOq5_ -*_619 -,99087! -._8151 -.99087 -,97Z1_
• 2000 .C_738 -.79429 -,81301 -.8691R -.86430 -.85901 -.84109 -,85981 -._S049 -.85045 -,83173
• 3000 .06001 -,6117S -,6304| -o65S_6 -,64920 -,644_E -,63984 -*_4"_; -.63_!6 -,64452 -.63048
• 4000 °03803 -,46198 -*4_070 -.49006 -._2283 -,494?4 -,480?0 -,30411 -*48070 -,48338 -,46666
• _000 ,03294 -,3496_ -,36369 -.36837 -,37305 -,)$901 -,3496_ -,36360 -.31649 -,354331 -,3449?
• 6000 .04563 -.Z4668 -*26541 -.26541 -*EbO?E °,Z5136 -,24200 -.23604 -.7373E -,24668 -.ZZ3Z8
,7000 *03664 -,1530_ -*17180 -,16_44 -,_6744 -.1_776 -,13903 -,14#40 -,12967 -*12499 -,12031
• 8000 .07623 -,06415 -*07819 -,06415 -*04073 -,n5_79 -,03607 -.04070 -.02671 -*03139 -.OZZO_
• 9000 .0146_ .03414 •03414 .04818 .05286 .0_?_4 ,07626 ,O?lSJ .0_6_ ,07158 ,00094
• 9800 ,03403 .15583 .13711 ,14647 ,16031 ,179_ .17923 ,1?4_ ,1_59 ,13243 ,10391
• 01Z5 -.OleO4 ._2341 ,94682 ,96554 ,06_54 ,0?4_0 ,97490 ._74_0 ,_?02_ ,96554 .97022
,0250 -,_.61§ ,81100 ,qZ80_ .7923b .86257 .B_TB9 .05789 ,8438S ,M4M53 ,867Z_ ,8bZ_7
• 0500 -.035_ .69876 ,?081Z ,63431 .39373 .59379 ,_8643 ,57Z_4 ,591l| ,60047 ,b0047
• 1000 *,046_3 ,43197 ,44133 ,35241 .3EGO0 .338_7 •3_241 *3?900 .30560 .3363¥ ,34305
: .1_00 -*0_345 .28220 -Z7752 *Z2136 ,211q_ .22136 .Z1109 ,Z0?31 ,21668 .20731 ,ZZ604
+ ,2000 -*0573_ .18391 .18391 .16987 *14179 *]3711 .16031 .13711 ,1_583 ,13711 ,1_583
• .3000 -,06001 ,08094 .07626 ,08094 ,08094 ,037_4 .0_286 .0_90 .08094 .0§286 ,06690
• 4000 -.0_803 .03414 *03414 *04818 *02946 *04300 *04350 ,04350 .04Blq *03882 ,0622_
.9000 -.05294 *010?4 -.00700 ,03414 *02470 *04818 ,04618 ,04_1_ ,0481_ *03414 *04818
,6000 -,04563 -.01766 -.00330 .03414 .03414 ,0481_ *05754 ,03M8_ .06_Z2 ,05286 .ObZEZ
• 7000 -,03664 -*03607 -*03119 ,04350 .03'82 *04Ml_ ,06222 *_67_2 ,07626 *ObZEZ *071§8
.8000 -*07623 ,00606 -,00330 ,ObZ?Z .06227 ,07606 .08562 ,08562 ,0940e *08C_4 .07030
• 9000 -,01448 ,06690 ,0_286 ,09408 *09967 .1_07 *12307 .12307 *13Z43 ,11371 ,1_775
• 9800 -,00403 ,13711 *11839 *14647 ,1511_ *16_10 ,18331 *17405 .16510 ,18391 .1_83
INTEGRATEDcn .5800 ,6z60 ,b_E .6_z4 ,6ZZ7 .b_O] .6_3_ .6103 .6106 .6170
/%c_, (BEG) o.ooo 0.000 0.000 o.ooo o.oon 0.000 0.000 ._00 ].000 1.000
o.+Zla, (DEG) 6.300 6.30o b,500 _.500 6.500 _.500 _._00 ?.000 7._00 7.500
RESULTANTcI .s_6z .6z_o .64_ .6,_ .6]_7 ._063 .60_? ._ _ ._133 .61_s
®
TABLE V. Continued
(c) Wing twist configuration VTW3. a = 4.80°; CL = 0.602; CL, p = 0.592
VALUESOFCpFORyls =
x/c z/c
-.061ZZ .06122 .15604 .20366 .?SlZm .29883 .34651 .46171 .48937 .53699
0.0000 0.000_0 -*08850 -.24178 -.78985 -.72127 -.29914 -1.22645 -?.t2536 -1.53265 -1.51443 -1.44340
.0125 *OI09_ -I.q?sqo -Z.09037 -2.30403 -Z._I?_R -2.50A39 -2.60954 -2.04246 -2.97?5| -3.04253 -Z.9403§
.0250 .02615 -1.23223 -3.84607 -3.06526 -21_3352 -7.19255 -2.0?644 -2.39926 -2.326_? -_.81959 -3.16794
.0500 .03555 -!.444?5 -1.49120 -1.633_7 -1.75131 -1 80240 -1.26524 -1.8?202 -1.77453 -1.63956 -1.84420
•1000 .04683 -1.12891 -1.12422 -1.221,1 -1.26*26 30541 -1.32399 -1.36115 -1.40295 -1.,1689 -1.361i5
.1500 .05345 -.91990 -.347?? -1.05924 -1.066_3 ..0"9640 -1.10569 -1.11963 -1.13356 -1.13820 -1.12427
.ZOO0 .0523, -.81772 -.03630 -.89668 -.o2455 -.91990 -.93846 -.95706 -.96171 -.9524Z -.93848
.3000 .06001 -,65515 -.66444 -.6283R -.71089 -.69696 -.?155_ -.7|n89 -.71089 -.701FO -.69231
.4000 .05003 -.50168 *.51U? -.22510 -.53104 -.53439 -.52925 -.5636m *.53430 -.5Z310 -.31581
• 5000 .05274 -.39041 _.39920 -.399?0 -.3qq?o -.39970 -.39505 -.39505 -.32642 -.39041 -.32642
.6000 .04563 -.29751 -.30216 -.28358 -.26358 -.22_93 -.28358 -.25102 -.26500 -.26§00 -.26035
.7000 .03666 -.20662 -.20462 -.18604 -.18139 -.17211 -.17625 - ]6246 -.14424 -.1,424 -.14888
.6000 .02623 -.11637 -.11632 -.06306 -.06992 -.0?92| -.06328 -.06063 -.0_203 -.03741 -.04205
.QO00 .01448 .00439 -.01410 .OZZO? .03691 .03691 .03004 .05fl,4 .06342 .06011 .0647fl
.9000 .00403 .illZZ .11122 .12516 .13445 .15302 .13909 .13445 .13909 .10193 .15302
._125 -.01894 .97978 .97979 .97514 .97914 .96585 .95191 .95191 .9565_ I .93334 .9§191
• 0250 -*02615 .66394 .85902 .79399 .87760 .88274 .93798 .94727 .96565 .90643 .95636
• 0500 -.03555 .59427 .62216 .61750 .6_R21 .61250 .67780 .691,1 .24290 .73826 .22432
.1000 -.04683 .33417 .35739 .3_275 .34A10 .35239 .36990 .43639 .408_8 .6641 **5029
• 1500 -.03345 .19947 .21805 .21361 .2_270 .73198 .2§9,5 .??'43 .33881 .32¢_' .30166
• 2000 -.00738 .11122 .12516 .14374 .1453* .14374 .13443 .1901n .22270 .22_?0 .20412
• 3000 *.06001 .02Z97 .04155 .05084 .0601_ .0R335 .06942 .09_44 .12051 .0.'_ .11387
.4000 -.05803 -.01418 -.00490 .027_2 .02762 .05549 .05549 ,06479 ,08333 .088u0 .07871
.$000 -.05294 -.03276 -.01418 .00904 .02_92 .02292 .03226 .04620 .07406 .06013 .0_49
• 6000 -.04563 -.05134 -.037,1 .00439 .01M33 .03091 .04620 ._462_ ._84 .06476 .05349
.7000 -.03664 -.06992 -.06063 .01833 .02262 .0226_ .05_,9 .06013 .OO*?q .06013 .0647R
• 0000 -.02623 _.03741 *.028|2 .0Z762 .05036 .06013 .06942 .02406 .02'?1 .08315 .07821
.9000 -.0144R .02_97 .02297 .069_2 .08800 .08335 .09729 .09729 .00?29 .11587 .09729
.9000 -.(X3403 .10658 .10193 .12316 .125i6 .14374 .13909 .|483_ .14324 .15302 .134"S
INTEGRATEDcn .5569 ,6222 ,6541 .6?hg ,6636 .6816 ,?026 .2145 .2306 .?203
A¢z, (DEG) o.ooo o.ooo z.ooo 2.000 _.ooo 4.000 4.000 6.000 6.000 6.000
(_+&(_, (DEG) ,.eoo ,.eoo 6.,oo _._oo 6.400 _.eoo _.,oo |o.,o_ 1o._oo I lO.,OO
m
RESULTANTcI .5550 .6_05 .649_ ._66_ ._649 .6736 .699_ .,oz_ .2127 ] .?025
VALUESOFcp FORyls =
xlc z_c i
• ?Z?')? .77509 .82220 . _?(_32 I .91?94 .965_6 ._8917
0.0000 O. 00000 *1.05924 -.33848 -.?6190 -.3?q_n -.130_0 .00904 .32592 ._9209 ._31|1 .72542
• 0125 *01894 -Z.69881 -2.56413 -2.41085 -2.03483 -l._'600 -1.68164 -t*34252 -!.!4249 -.67346 -.66444
.0230 .02615 -1.13028 -2.113326 I -1.94174 -1.61196 -1.6_268 -1.4',68 -!.23110 -1.23110 -1.141,9 -.65?48
•0500 .035§5 -!.89994 -1.80704 i -1.71413 -1.54229 -1._1224 -1.29612 -1.t*_14 -.998_6 -.80329 *.65061
.1000 .04683 -1.32864 -1.2R663 I -1.221#1 -1.17536 -1._9126 -1.03138 -.9:_910 -.ntlO? -.65051 -.53439
• 1500 .05345 -1.10569 -1.06389 I -1.022(_ -.06121 -.89203 -.00843 -.?_965 -.?0160 -.54633 -.44614
.2000 .032311 -.92919 -.90132 -.0'239 -**;_701 -. ?2592 -* 72018 -.65'1_0 -.$9942 -.32076 -.38112
.3000 .06001 -.69231 -.66909 -.659'0 *.6_64 -.'_8548 -.36226 -.S1112 -..307, -.34396 -.28022
.4000 .05803 -.S1581 -. 5018n -.50452 -. _.,330 -.6307_ -.42292 -.1,526 -.33931 -.26300 -.Z:_ "49
.5000 .05294 -.37642 -.36254 -.3671' ". 39125 ".3253R -.311'_1 ".26'122 -.2510? -. 16604 -.16.46
.6000 .0,563 -.26035 *.26035 -. 25_121 -.21102 -.2_320 -.22784 -._.1391 -.ITO?S -.13959 -. 13959
.TO00 .03664 -.1*424 -. 14_88 -.14424 -. 1_999 -.134_5 -.1_495 -.!1495 -.10208 -,o8316 -.11495
.0000 .0_623 -.04205 -.05599 *.079_1 *.05114 -.04_05 -.04620 -.042n5 *.04620 -.0420S -.16282
.9000 .01.4, .06428 .06013 .04620 .03549 .02406 .06013 .04|55 .050*4 .02?62 *.26964
• 9000 .00403 .15302 .16231 .13445 .1430_ .|?|60 .16_31 .|4324 .1930_ .12031 -.21853
.0125 -.01694 .97_49 .961Z0 .979T_ .90443 .9?_J14 .94ZbZ .|_631 .?*0_)6 .69666 .6|205
• 0250 *.02613 .910|1 .n9133 .939fl_ .?nO06 .25604 .71039 .5,963 .52460 .43121 .|4146
• 0500 -.03555 .65930 .640?2 .O1285 • 51_96 .476|5 .43121 .3248_ .25985 .18089 .11512
.1000 -.04663 .41121 .3759? .34346 .2*3_ .236_3 .19942 .12051 .0_ 942 .0090. -.01861
.1500 -.05345 .26914 .24592 ._00?6 .|3?6? .13445 .Oi|O0 ._4135 -.0|4|q -.05599 -.0743?
._OO0 -.0_23_ .10554 .13262 .139n9 .09229 .06013 .0229? *.0234? -.06063 -.09314 -.09??9
• 3000 -.06001 .03264 .06342 *050*6 * 0908* .01633 -.0|410 -._q999 -.08164 -*01650 -.11122
.6000 -.05803 .05549 *04620 *041qY .00419 -.010R5 -.0|410 -.06063 *.0_306 -.09114 -.12101
• 5000 -*05294 *03691 * 1390_ -*00025 -.00490 -.00690 .0|033 -._4420 -.013_6 -.03134 -.00050
.0000 -.04163 .06013 .G226_ .0136' .0136* .00904 -.01'16 -.03241 *.05|14 -.06063 -.OIIO0
.?000 *.01664 *06013 . _4620 *01691 * 03_91 .0_292 .00419 *.00954 * .0_142 -.04/03 -.0699/
• 6000 -*0*?0?3 *OOflO0 .02400 .0662_ .03006 * 50013 *032_6 .0_97 .00904 -*00456 -*040TO
• 6000 -. 0_640 .|0656 *10193 *O_*O0 *0_|00 .0_||5 .OT|Ti .OT400 .05_'4 .06013 -.0_342
• 9600 "._49_ *_I?_? .14830 .15262 .1310_ .15262 .16696 .14'!* .|4]?4 .115il *O04|O
INTEGRAT[Dcn .?066 .664? .62:* .3663 .5101 .6?4? .40o6 .32,| .2350 .2226
• (DEG) 4.ooo 4,ooo 6.ooo 2.ono ?.ooo z.ooo 0,0o6 o,ooo o.ooo o.oooAe
o. +_, (CEG) 6.600 ,.moo 6.,00 6._00 6**oo 6.e00 4.,o ,.noo ,.moo 6.6oo









. TABLE VI. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS FOR GROUP IIVTW CONFIGURATIONS(a)Wing twistconfigurationVTW5. c_= 11.50°;CL = C.615;CLm = 0.597
VALUESOFct) FORyls =
x/c z/c l
-.06122 ,06122 .15604 .E0)66 ,25128 .29889 ,36651 [ ,44173 ,48937 .53699
I
0.0000 0.0_000 -2.$2428 -Z.63607 -2.89201 -2.72014 -2.505?? -2.36151 -2.00)19 -._7554 -.09990 *02109
*0129 .01894 -3.79q45 -3.89717 -3.94)?1 -3.88?86 -3.71968 -3.46439 -3.Z1310 -2.02150 -1.89150 -1.70536
*0Z50 .02615 -3.09676 -4.9581? -5.1U698 -4..Z7876 -3.30192 -2.78498 -_.60399 -I*SIQZ_ -1.8)566 -1.98923
.0900 .035S9 -E.13349 -2.11487 -Z*$1032 -2._0101 -2.13814 -2.06368 -1.91041 -1.51853 -1.34229 -1.23308
.1000 .04603 -1.52387 -1.56110 -1.62629 -1.64021 -1.5983) -1.24714 -1.35592 -1.?1674 -1.10971 -1*02522
.1900 .09349 -1.?0743 -1.24001 -1.37962 -1.)42)q -1o:_159 -1.22609 -1.0"644 -.q?941 -.90961 -.67238
*ZOO0 *05?28 -1.02129 -1.03060 -1.11902 -1.08644 -1.03592 -1.03060 -.9794| -.86)07 -.82119 -.77000
.3000 .06001 -.75139 -.76070 -.$Z$gq -.77931 -.7979) -.62822 ".71416 -.644)6 -.61178 -.59782
.4000 ,0960) -.59129 -,9)996 -ob1644 -.58386 -.83267 -.41624 -.5h060 -.52802 -.90475 -*46287
.S000 .05284 -.4U?O] -.41634 -.42)64 -.43030 -.3,469 -.)8)76 -.40703 -.Z)812 -.36980 -.35119
.6000 .04563 -.27206 -.2767) -.)2227 -.295)5 -.29069 -.26604 -.25346 -._SBLZ -.z_elz -.29246
.7000 .0)664 -.12974 -.17435 -.zzc89 -.17439 -.18831 -.16970 -.IS974 -.IS109 -.ObZb? -.11851
.8000 .C_623 -.O$BOZ -.OelZ8 -.09224 .03906 -.0?198 -.09226 -.03336 -.02940 -.OOZIT .00712
.9000 * _ 448 *044)6 .06298 .025?$ *0)040 .0&426 ,06_98 *055)6 ,04002 .05832 *08159
.9800 .00403 .14209 .10456 .07604 .14674 .14209 .14209 .|4674 .146?4 .10951 .17931
.0129 -.01894 .9_2_9 .87734 .97972 .9936R |.OOZq9 .97972 .49180 .q9360 °92215 .9§642
*0290 -.01619 .96809 .97041 .45645 .q0111 .q?907 .964)? .97041 .??031 .8121q .TSITO
*0300 -,03399 ,99368 .97307 ,94?19 ,88669 ,86804 .83081 .82150 .55629 .5143? .48642
,1000 -,046A3 *75635 .74229 ,65397 ,59348 c7992 ,62936 .62609 .Z?2)g .26308 .20729
.1500 -,05145 ,9?932 ,58882 .44497 .42_95 734 ,3?942 ,16546 ,_7704 .19327 .12813
.2000 -.097)6 .4)$26 .421)0 .41664 .))?q) .300)1 .30496 ._86)5 .1)27_ .099_5 .0§832
,)000 -,06001 .2?738 _9277 .19792 .Z6?73 ,10782 ,20255 .132?q .0582_ -.00682 .02575
.4000 -°03802 .17931 .17921 .17001 .12813 .t?O01 .1_674 .11087 .08624 .02971 .03306
.5000 -.08294 .1281] .10931 .10991 .11582 .10991 .12347 .09090 .02040 .0Z57_ .02109
.6000 -.0456) .07228 .07228 .08159 .11417 .1?$47 .13743 .OAtSg .08624 .06298 .03506
*?000 -, _ 664 *02979 *02m79 °16539 *08624 *07694 ,09090 o|!417 .OqO00 .0490_ .09953
.gO00 -.07623 .02971 .04436 .1234? .09999 .|1887 .15139 .|1887 .09090 .11417 .09359
*9000 -°01445 .OTZZ5 *09167 .10020 .09090 .14674 *1201) .t161? .14209 .15605 .13743
.9800 -.00403 *12)_? .11882 .Z1654 .19339 .1560) .192Z? *16S28 .17931 .ZZIZO .17931
INTEGRATEDcn .8976 .8966 ,947_ .8946 .8617 .81_1 ._769 .5976 .5566 ,3_20
L_o,, (DEG) o.ooo o.ooo o,ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo _.ooo -?.o0o -7.ooo -?.ooo
a,+Acz, (DEG) 11,5oo 11.soo 11.5oo 11,5no 11.5oo 11.2oo 11,4oo 4.soo 4.500 _._oo
RESULTANTCI .84o, .e,e, ._zss .e766 .844, .?_78 .76_2 .s_? .5549 .52o)
VALUESOFci) FOE),Is =
x/c zlc
• _8461 *63222 * 6791_5 ,7_747 * ??)Oq .82270 ,_?0)_ ,91794 ,965._,6 .98927
I
0.0000 O. 00000 .02971 .l?93| ._P0295 . ?5625 .20803 .46?83 .969_6 .644h7 .79238 .83081
•01_9 .01894 -1.66813 -1.56576 -1.32367 -1. 37031 -1.262E8 -1.13629 -1.03060 -.c)6050 -.73743 -.25129
.02)0 .0261) -1.97927 -1.41654 -1.40754 -1.19147 -1.1236? -.96080 -1.08179 -1.01664 -.85842 -.523)?
•0300 .02535 -1.28634 -1.23070 -1.Z6792 -1.05387 -1.058_2 -1.00732 -.94684 -.50723 -.644)6 -.34198
• 1000 ,04683 "1.00268 -,97941 -.98407 -,01426 -.8165_ -*B1654 -,76339 -.676¢)3 -,24198 -*47212
,1500 ,05345 -,89542 -.81189 -,82242 -,72247 -,?36(14 -.71882 -, p14901 -,5978z -,4249) -,3?911
.2000 .03735 -.66763 -.68199 -.74_08 -.63509 -.62040 -.60248 -.54663 -.47_!0 -.22089 -*2225?
• 2000 *06001 -.57921 -.$6060 -*_6375 -.50010 -.48149 -*47218 -.19307 -.26980 -*29069 -.23485
• 4000 .05803 -.43822 -.41168 -.46?53 -. 283?6 -.3651) -.36049 -.|1396 -*?gl)g -*Z)485 -.ZI1SO
• _000 ,09_94 -*)5_84 -.Z93)4 -,)z?q2 -. '_0000 -. _)9_J0 -o 25)46 -, s.5)66 ~ .lq?61_ -. 109t10 -. 19974
• 6000 .04363 -.23485 -. 20693 -.Z)OEO -*17901 -.19974 -* 16970 -.04403 -.104qq -*08128 -.12?82
•?000 .03664 -.095Z4 -. lIB,| -.13247 -* 1045_ -.06731_ -.09990 -.048?1 -.014?5 -.01148 -*07663
• 8000 ,026_'3 *0257) -.01940 -.09524 -,00683 -*00653 *03)67 *07573 .03306 .01179 *01179
• qo00 *01448 .11582 *10020 .044)6 .0_624 .10020 .1_51) .1)74) .109)1 *09)_ -.02544
,9800 .00403 .2)37? ,21tOq ,IS609 ,20258 ,?0158 .19?93 ,_1050 ,18862 • 16070 -.07662
,012) -.01894 .90992 ,93724 ,85871 , g?734 ,277_4 ,82615 ,20?54 .74239 ,72243 ,60278
•02S0 -. 076|5 .69586 *?0031 .64467 .61536 .62140 • 54_29 .39341) *46118 *40?)4 *31892
• 0500 -, 03955 .43)_6 ,48179 .37011 * 37942 .25619 * 30961 * tJ0961 *_E120 *17931 *09090
.1000 -*04683 ,21292 .20724 ,16070 ,15609 .11))97 *11882 ,llgSP *0336? ,01644 -,00682
_. .1300 -.03345 .11417 *10456 .05267 *05832 .086?4 .03]6? *0:_979 -*02079 -.0_.$44 -*090)9
• ZOO0 -, OqT)5 ,146T4 oO)qT1 ,0_')?) ,0071..) ,OI_STS -,0'_009 -,07191) -,OTlq8 -,08126 -,oqqqo
• 3000 -* 06001 .1141? .00712 -.0673_ -.02344 -.0161) -.04403 -. _lfl(lc) "*OglZg -.06?32 -*090)9
• 4000 -.0)801 *Oll?q *016_4 -.076_) -.02544 -*O)OOq -,02940 -.04871 -.0626? -*05802 -.07661
•9000 -.03294 .00?12 .023?3 -.09324 -.02544 -.01145 -*01148 -.02544 -.01145 .00713 -*03802
• 6000 -.0496) *072_6 .09)9) -.02)44 .0071) .0071) -.0161) -.00217 -.0)471) -.0068) -.07198
• ?000 -,03664 ,058|E ,0353E ,01644 ,03971 .0?_8 .03040 ,02579 ,00248 ,01179 -, 0"_840
,5000 -.02622 .207_4 *00139 ,0_26? ,0)8)2 .109)1 .0?694 ,06?65 ,044)6 *02)?) -,01612
• qO00 -, 01448 ,16070 ,1158J _ ,088_4 ,1048_ .18307 *11882 • 121)11 ,OBl1)q ,12]$q ,06?63
• 9200 -,00403 ,24912 ,293?? ,1?931 ,E1189 • PO_'8 .18397 ,10724 ,;_238 *19793 *081)q
Cn ._294 .4??? .446o .2991 .1999 ,34++ ._998 ._536 ._96_ .)6)3Bi N_GRA_
AO., (DEG) -?.ooo -?.ooo -?.ooo -?.ooo -?.oo0 -?.ooo -?.o_o -?,0oo -?.ooo -?,ooo
q.+ Z_c¢,(DEG) 4.3oo 4._00 4,9oo 4,9oo 4._00 4,)oo 4,3oo 4._00 4,s00 4,_00
RESULTANTCI .1)278 .4?,,2 .4446 ._978 .3947 .2489 ,_929 .P348 .1989 .1648
18
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TABLE VI. Continued
(b) Wing twist configuration VTW6. _ = 9.10°; CL = 0.620; CL,p = 0.591
VALUESOFCpFORy/s =
XlC ZfC
-,061Z2 ,0612Z .15604 .'20366 °25128 .29889 .34651 ,44175 .48737 °53699
0,0000 0.00000 -1.4Z650 -1.68841 -1,95246 -1,86907 -1.75769 -1.¥3010 -l.s6?qb -1,30891 -1*_7411 -1*01671
*01Z§ *01894 -3.10130 -3.23564 -3.Z3101 -3.31439 -].ZZ637 -3.12909 -2.133?Z -Z*90674 -Z*00019 -Z.62416
.0ZSO .02615 -2.71217 -Z.4?129 -4.0694? -2_73997 -Z.75317! -2.573Z0 -Z,41107 -Z,30452 -Z,lb09Z -1.97562
.0500 .03559 -1.83201 -1.84_91 -1,95146 -1.95709 -1.90613 -1.91540 -;,91540 -1,88760 -1.87834 -1.83201
.1000 ,046]] -1,39193 -1,41973 "1._2164 -1,526Z7 -1.50774 -1.48458 -1.44189 -1,40S83 "1,34098 -1.15196
,1500 .0S345 -t.13?15 -1.1_641 "I.ZbZZZ -1,15196 -1,210_3 -1*Z1590 -1,16494 -1.13715 -1.09546 -1.04913
.2000 ,05710 ".98112 -.9796_ -1.0491] -1.04450 -I*01ZO? -1.01671 -1.00744 -.95648 "*9Z406 ".89163
.3000 .06001 -.73413 -.74803 **77119 *,7801_ -.74339 -.74339 -,73413 -.69707 -.68780 -.6553a
,40OO ,05803 -*56736 -.5488] -,5?199 -,58_*_ -,_9345 -.844Z0 -,$6736 -*53493 *.51177 -.§0ZS1
.5000 ,05294 -.41912 -,4Z376 -.4Z376 -,4Z839 I -*_OJZ$ -,40986 -.40059 -,35]90 _,38206 -.36353
.6000 °04563 -°3033l -.29868 -,10405 -.19868 -.Z8470 -.ZSq41 -._9699 -.16615 -*ZG6Z5 -.Zb16Z
.7000 ,03664 -.lgZl] -.19677 -,18Z87 -.18Z87 -.17360 -,178Z4 -,16434 -,15044 -,1180Z -,14581
.8000 *0Z623 -.090ZZ -,0948_ -,0763Z -.04853 I -*06706 **06Z43 -*06148 -*05775 -,0]000 -*03463
.qO00 ,01448 ,0Z_59 ,00706 *03021 ,03949 I *0487S *0580Z ,04875 *0580Z ,06Z65 *07655
,g_O0 ,00403 ,lZZ87 ,10897 .11361 ,136Tr .19530 .14140 .14140 ,13677 ,11361 .16456
.01Z5 -.01894 ,95¢13 .9c040 .96134 .95:=5 *95108 *94281 *94181 ,53810 ,q01_Z *94181
.0150 -.02615 *83DZ6 .98450 *9242] ,99840 1,0030] *99840 ,99177 *75Z08 .96_07 .Z4Z8
*0500 -.03555 .85406 ,8733Z .$0847 .78994 ,78068 ,75751 .76678 .71509 ,71115 .67413
.1000 -*04683 ,60464 *61391 .53079 ._0736 ,49810 .484Z0 ,51663 ,40081 ,42358 .80155
.|900 -,05349 .43788 ,44714 *]?30Z ,]_91Z *34986 ,345Z3 *33133 *)591Z *29427 ,Z6184
.ZOO0 -,0573] *31280 .32Z07 *31180 .Z7574 .24795 .Z8037 .14_]1 .Z155Z *ZOIbZ *169Z0
.]000 -,0600| ,16020 °17183 .16456 ,15530 • 15067 ,13677 .1_677 .13214 ,067Z8 .08581
Z_ .4000 -.09803 .09_08 ,11161 ,11824 .10897 ,lzze? .10897 ,10484 ,118z4 .07655 .07151
.9000 -,0_294 *05338 ,05338 .08118 ,08581 .0765_ *08118 ,0?6>_ *0626_ *06265 *048?5
" ,bOO0 -,04563 *Olb$] .07096 ,06265 ,07191 ,09044 *08581 *07191 *07191 ,06728 .04e?s
_ .7000 -.03664 -.0_073 -,01610 .07655 .067_8 .06728 ,08118 .09044 .08110 .06Z65 ,067Z8
_ .8000 -,01613 .03243 ,00243 ,07191 ,085(1 ,09_8 .09044 ,09971 ,09044 ,09044 .08581
*9000 -.01448 ,04875 .0441Z *0950] .10897 *11824 .12Z87 ,11361 ,11824 ,12750 ,ll$bl
,5800 -.0040) .11361 ,10434 *1_953 .14603 .15067 ,1_$30 .16456 .1_993 *1738] .14140
INTEGRATEDC_ .75_9 .7669 .8334 .8036 .?850 .7788 .7647 .?ZSZ .6946 .6S90
An, {DEG) 0.ooo 0.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo
_+A_, (DEG) q.100 9,100 9.100 9.100 9.100 9,100 9.100 9.100 9.100 9,100
RESULTANTcI .7464 .757z .8zz9 .?_]s ,?751 ,76_0 .7_51
VALUESOFCpFORyls =
X/C Z_C .$5461 ,6_21_ ,6?q_S ,7Z747 ,7750_ .82Z70 ,87032 .91704 ,96_6 I ,98937
0,0000 0,00000 -,92795 -.04853 .33133 ,41861 ,54905 .61854 ,68389 ,72049 .80384 ,81773
,0125 ,01594 -2,40180 -1,66988 -1.41046 -1,Z4369 -1.1417] -1,00744 -,90090 -,$5920 -.73413 -.581Z6
,0Z$0 ,01615 -_.04974 -1,6135_ -1.29918 -1,37804 "1.1Z788 -.97038 -.86384 -.808ZS -.66001 ".68317
,0500 *03S5_ -1.69767 -1.366S6 -1.16031 "1.06766 "1.00744 -.94Z_9 -.88700 -*qlZ]8 -.68317 ",55346
.1000 .04683 -1.16958 -1,13_5Z -.99854 -,90553 ".8Z_78 -.7807Z ".743)9 -*67854 -,56736 -.4?934
• 1500 *05349 -*97965 -,91016 -,84_]1 -,74803 -,73876 -*678_4 -,64148 -,59979 -.4469Z -,37743
• _000 ,05728 -,51141 -,79898 -,70170 -,6?]91 -.64611 -.60442 -.56736 -,31177 -,ZSZ]6 ".3Z647
.1000 o0600_ -°64Z48 -. 6|195 -*53493 -,5_104 -,483_$ -.47008 -.4_376 -.37743 -.1801S -, _|919
,40O0 ,05803 -,4_]Z4 -.47471 -.43301 -,42839 -,|8Z06 -,$5890 -,3774] -.Z8015 -,Z1993 -.18Z87
• 5000 .05Z06 -.]7743 -,35890 -,340]? -,]1258 -,Z6615 -,Z616_ -.ZZ456 -.19677 -.11338 -,11338
.8000 .0456] -,Z5699 -.29694 -*23846 -,Z199] -*18750 -*18750 -.13191 -*13191 -,090ZZ -*06143
,7000 ,0366t -,1Z728 -,15507 -.13654 -,1Z265 -,10412 -,10412 -,08559 -.06706 -,0Z078 -*04883
,8000 .01613 "*03000 -.06706 -°05316 -,039Z6 ".0Z537 -*01073 -,O_|ZG -*01147 *01_6_ "o04390
• 9000 .01448 .0511] *05138 ,06265 ,07191 *0_S05 .08S31 .08_18 *08581 ,0|1_8 -*13191
.0800 * 00403 .17383 *15067 *15993 ,1 ]309 .10_]6 *19659 *19Z]6 *18309 .1599| -*13054
• 01_5 -,01894 .96597 ,97987 .85943 ,8_?00 .81773 *7667_ *70656 .69Z66 *69266 ,61156
,0250 ".0161_ ,90575 *?197_ *60928 ,58611 ,S_]6_ *49347 .48420 .42161 .39618 *34_13
,0500 -.03355 ,63707 ,48883 *363?6 .31670 ._4_? .1386_ *Zl01q *165_0 *lSgg3 ,11614
.1000 -*04683 .413Z4 *Z]405 .15067 ,14140 ,11824 ,067Z8 *0]940 *01096 -,OOZ_O "*01147
.1500 -,05349 *12470 ,13677 ,07655 ,04875 .081]8 -*00604 -.03000 -,03000 -,03000 -o0|0_6
• ZOO0 -.05?38 *155_ ,07191 ,01165 -,07613 -,00684 -.05316 -,06363 -,03073 -,1_?/0 -,08599
• 3000 -.06001 ,0gS08 ,0116_ *0168] -.05316 -,0553? -*05316 -*11801 -*|041Z -,01559 -*0g0ZZ
,4000 -,05803 ,0348S -o00ZZO *0_550 -,03000 -,04853 -*03000 -,0|0q6 -o0T63Z -,07169 "oO'IIOZZ
• gO00 -,05_4 *01169 ,01169 ,02559 -,OZS]? -,OZg)? -,01610 -.03036 -,04851 -*01610 -*07169
,6000 -,04563 *05338 *01165 .01633 ,00143 *00?06 -*00634 -.03000 -*035_6 -o01000 -*06143
,?000 -.03664 ,05388 ,020_6 *03021 ,03485 ,09338 ,O_S_ *00?06 -*00684 -*01610 -oOZS)?
,8000 -,02613 ,11161 ,06265 ,06Z65 ,07191 ,0¢508 ,06165 ,05338 .0]0_ ,0102_ *00?06
._000 -.01443 ,11361 ,09044 ,10434 ,10434 ,tZ_3? .t_37 ,tO|S? ,067_| _13750 .0i488
,_800 -,00403 ,17846 ,15993 .1877] ,2016_ ,131ol .1_36 .13773 *18309 ,16436 *O?6SS
! t NTEGRAT_D Cn .6111 ,5384 ,466Z ,41Z9 .336? .3471 .Z945 *Zg$| ,13Z0 .1740
! AG., (0_G) 0.o00 -4.000 -8.000 -6*00o -8.000 -6.000 -6.000 -So300 -4.100 -4.000
_+Ac_, (DEG) 9,100 s,100 3,100 3,100 3,100 3oloo 3.100 ],600 4,600 5,100




,r* , • !
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TABLE VI. Concluded
(c) Wing twist configuration VTW7. a = 8.50°; CL = 0.596; CL,p -= 0.571
VALUESOFCpFORyls =
_c zfc
-,08|ZZ ,OblZZ ,1§604 ,?0366 .Z_lZ8 ,2gBBq ,36651 ,441?5 ,4893? ,§36g9
0,0000 O.CO000 -,?3Z10 -I.1300Z -1,43539 -1.33360 -1.254q4 -1.2Z718 -1.10Z26 -,91710 -,8_703 -.7691Z
• OlZ5 .01894 -2,55047 -Z,SZ346 -Z,SbO4R -2,94376 -2,R5172 -2,75406 -2,?QtO? -?,59674 -Z._973 -2,40943
• 0250 ,0_61_ -_,13405 -2.342_6 -2,4406# -_4?644 -?.4_868 -2,36540 -2,43017 -?,27286 -Z,15719 -2.0415Z
• 0500 .0355_ -1.50017 -1.64360 -1,8443_ -1.87495 -1.87q57 -1,91196 -I,90Z?I -1,8379_ -1,78704 -1,74_39
,1000 ,04683 -1,1300Z -1,31047 -1,38838 -1,41_Z6 -1,30QlZ -1,3706Z -1.33823 -1.$0584 -1,30121 -1,21793
• 1500 .05345 -,69067 -1,07449 -1,17166 -1,16_41 -1,_4390 -1.1300Z -I,IOZ?6 -!,07449 -1,06987 -1.03Z86• ZOO0 .00738 -.?§061 -1,00046 -,991Zt -.90196 -,96008 -,g_420 -.9495? -,glZ_S -.91Z55 -,87554
• 3000 ,06001 -.54Z40 -.?0434 -.736?3 -.736?_ -,?ZZR9 -,679?? -,70434 -,69_09 -,68584 -,65807
,4000 .05803 -.36658 -,5331_ -,55678 -.9_404 -,54703 -,_146_ -,13778 -,523R9 -._3318 -.50076
,$000 ,08294 -,Z_091 -,41Z8_ -,41_#S -.41748 -,19434 -,39897 -,18434 -,36658 -,38§09 -,366_8
,6000 ,04_83 -,14449 -.29ZSf -,30180 *,Z975_ -,?R79Z -,27404 -,Z_330 -,76479 -,Z6479 -.Z9553
• 7000 ,03064 -.0473Z -,19076 -,19538 -.1_6|3 -,17608 -,16762 -.1676Z -,15374 -.1491Z -.14449
• 8000 ,0Z673 ,0_884 -.098Z2 -.08434 -,06583 -,07046 -,06503 -,086S8 -,0471_ -,08650 -.04270
• 9000 ,01440 *17014 .01749 .02Z08 .03133 *04059 ,04984 *0_00 ,0544? ,0_447 ,07760
,9000 ,00403 .Z8119 ,11924 ,1|9Z4 ,14738 .14?3n ,14238 ,15676 ,1_6Z6 .10999 ,17014
• OlZ5 -,01Rq4 ,qO40Z ,q?059 .96134 ,q567| .qSZOR .95208 ,_4746 *_520_ ,q4746 .96597
,OZSO -,OZ615 .07800 ,80373 ,873&3 ,95700 .84746 .84Z83 ,9_8_ ,91_44 ,9058Z .8873_
• 0500 -.03595 ,94Z83 ,80065 .7Z074 .?1611 ,69761 ,60372 .6698_ ,66009 ,63746 ,6Z358
• 1000 -,04683 .66SZZ ,540Z9 .44775 *_3387 .43387 *_3387 ,42_6_ .34133 ,37372 ,4292_
• _500 -*053k_ .5_50 *37372 ,ZqSO? ,?q_B_ *?8044 *Z7656 *_qq6q ,Z6_b_ ,24417 ,230_9
*ZOO0 "*0_738 ,39ZZ3 ,Z5805 ,Z4417 *Zt641 ,ZII?e .z1170 .19790 ,17939 ,25626 ,1_626
,$000 -,O 8001 ,Z6730 .1331_ ,11974 ,13_lZ ,I0074 .108S1 ,Og6l_ ,09611 ,0637Z .OBZZ3
• 4000 "*05_03 ,_0715 ,00Z_3 .08Z73 *06638 *08886 ,O?2gT ,07760 ,04964 ,0_909 ,0590g
• 5000 -*09Z94 ,1886_ ,03103 .04571 *045Zl *0637Z ,0637Z .0_83_ *04050 *040_g *03596
• 6000 -*04563 ,14Z38 *00357 *04059 .049_4 *0637Z ,0663_ ,0_447 ,07_97 .05447 ,04821
,7000 -,03664 ,11_24 -,0_419 .0_44? .04_21 ,O_gO_ ,06_7_ ,07797 ,063?_ ,04984 ,0637_
• 0000 -,OZbZ3 .1470| -,00106 ,OSqOq .0637Z .00Z73 ,08686 ,09|48 ,0R886 .OBZZ3 .08223
,9000 *,0144_ ,ZOZ51 .04059 .0??60 .0914_ ,17387 ,ll_6Z .1?387 ,1Z387 .1146Z ,1146_
• 9000 -,00_03 ,Z76_6 ,10536 ,1377_ .|3775 .15163 .lS163 ,_6060 ,156Z6 ,16089 .1331Z
INTEGRATEDCn ,676_ .7084 ,7431 ,7389 ,73Z0 .TZ*Z ,7|73 ,6R13 ,6723 ,6444
AO., (DEG) o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 0.000 o,ooo %_oo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo
/
a,+Aa.o (DEG) e.500 0._00 _._00 _.soo _._00 8.s00 _._00 ,._on 8.s00 8.500





(c) Wing twist configuration VTW7S3. a = 11.90°; CL = 0.583; CLm = 0.564
VALUESOFCpFORyls =
xlc zlc
-.061ZZ *061Z2 *15604 .20366 *25180 *19889 *$4651 .4417_ *4095? ,$$699
0.0000 0,00000 -2,20569 -Z,56889 -2,88090 -2,bo066 -Z*91301 -Z*39699 -Z*1Z649 -1,53040 -l.lZSZ$ ,94241
*01E5 ,01894 -3.70§17 -3*9Z405 -3.95665 -3.89145 -$.74709 -3.574?8 -3.40166 -$*03658 -E,64640 -.60834
.0Z50 *01615 -3.2Z006 -3.10445 -3,10560 -$.55207 -3,3_591 -$*19026 -3*02991 -2.6Z946 -Z,Z2894 -.08??$
,0500 ,03555 -2.11717 -2.14977 -2.36399 -2.$1Z76 -2.2Z894 -Z.13114 °2*0?992 -1,81447 -1.66080 -1.14054
.1000 ,04683 -1.51040 -1.56766 -1.69805 -1.68408 -1.665_5 -1,60491 -1.54905 -1.39533 -1*23?0Z -1.00418
*1500 ,05345 "1*Z$136 -1*15563 -1,36Z76 -1.35344 -1.$_J016 -hEZOO -1.Z3665 -1,1Z391 -1,01549 -*89707
.2000 .05738 -1,04143 -1.06006 -1.1Z991 -1.125Z3 -1o09Z06 -1.07403 -1.04143 -,99296 -.07844 -.84118
,3000 ,06001 -.77599 -,?946Z -,80839 -,8ZZ36 -,799Z? -.80293 -*7610Z -.71079 -,70148 -,70148
.4000 *03803 -,38306 -.58040 *.59903 -*61300 -.60368 -.59437 ".57574 -.32917 -*$7108 ",51431
.3000 .03294 -,44369 -.43606 -.46168 -.45158 -.43138 -.41741 -,411175 -.41741 -,44069 -*39878
.6000 .04563 -,31496 -.$1030 -.Z9633 -.30564 -.$0098 -.$0090 -.27770 -*29633 -*33336 -*29167
.?000 .03664 -,Z0319 -.19653 -.17991 -.17991 -.17991 -.17323 -,|?039 -.IQ$68 *.114310 -.19853
,8000 ,026_3 -.09608 -,0914Z -.06814 -.09600 -.06348 -.06340 -,06348 -.08677 -.14731 -.10340
,9000 .01448 ,01103 .00637 .02965 .06897 ,04563 ,048118 .03Z94 .0Z969 -,03417 -,01216
.9800 ,00403 .09951 ,09019 .108811 .11814 .I$Zll ,111745 ,11745 ,121179 ,04018 ,08554
*0115 -,01894 *q1446 .87?21 ,99365 1,001193 .98097 .98432 ,96369 °94706 .95636 *$3260
.0250 -*0E615 ,98897 ,97300 .96105 ,97033 .9?966 *9889? ,98432 °9T966 ,93779 .31304
,0500 -*03555 ,91843 ,94706 ,863114 .833911 .83993 ,81399 .80?36 ,741116 *611162 *15073
.1000 -,04683 .69093 .70936 .60711 .37431 ,36_0 .357116 *32329 ,40221 ,60696 *09088
*1500 -,0334_ .51865 .361160 .44977 ,43480 .41152 *]91189 ,3?892 ,30441 *119310 -,01691
.2000 -,05738 ,37892 °40221 .346611 ,$$2$5 ,32604 .33233 .118113 .111039 ,136?6 -.06914
,3000 -,06001 ,211039 ,113456 .Z1593 .18799 .18633 .16670 .16936 .10416 ,01103 -.11868
,4000 -,05803 *|1745 .14600 *15073 .13676 .13676 ,111?45 *11348 ,04366 *00171 -.17991
.5000 -,05294 .06691 *08088 .108811 ,10416 .09991 .09_85 *08354 *02963 ,00171 -.175113
.6000 -,04563 ,02963 *04365 ,07622 *07137 ,08088 ,08088 ,07197 ,04363 *00637 -*17039
.7000 -.03664 -.01137 -*00294 .05760 ,06691 *07137 *09088 ,07157 ,04363 *01103 -*17050
.8000 -.0Z6113 -*00760 -*00294 ,05294 ,07621 ,076111 .08088 .0_096 ,06691 *03431 -,12402
,9000 -,01448 *02969 .03461 .076112 ,09485 ,09019 .10416 .10416 *09019 *06229 -,04931
.9300 -.00403 ,08083 .09435 .09951 *10882 *12749 ,141411 ,141411 .16676 .11348 *051194
INTEGRAT[Ocn .e413 .8603 .8864 ,8907 ,3679 ,84k11 .8133 • 71164 .6810 ,3430
A_, (DEG) o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo -19.ooo
a+Z_a, (DEG) 11.900 11.900 11.900 11.900 11.900 11.900 11.900 11.900 11.900 -3.100
RESULTANTcI .81311 .8418 .8673 .8716 ,8493 ,8300 ,7978 ,7108 .6663 ,_449
VALUESOF CpFOR yls=
xlc zlc
• 58461 .63223 .6?985 ,711147 ,?1509 .8;_1170 .87052 .91?94 ,96556 ,98937
0.0000 O, 00000 .93773 ,97015 ,99829 .09485 .04363 ,40686 ,47672 ,3463? .?0023 *7840?
• 0125 ,01(194 -.53849 -,42672 -,46t98 -1,53306 -1,631186 -1,;P6962 -1.18114 -1.050?4 -,83187 -.64359
o0190 *01613 -.664211 -.60824 -.691116 -1.43261 -1.460_5 -1. 24168 -11.111323 -1,03677 -.86447 -.68731
• 0500 ,03535 -.73873 -.67819 -, 79927 -1.19045 -1.Z0905 -1.08800 -1.01349 -.9389d -*70064 -,63623
• 1000 *04683 -*729411 -.67819 -,77163 -*90638 -,94364 -.88779 -. 81790 -*75736 -.62231 -,31055
• 1900 *09345 -.69682 -.63628 -,729411 -*75270 -.74803 -,74339 -.69682 -.63620 -*32452 -.43605
• ;'000 ,03738 -.63023 -.59437 -.6?8!9 -.64359 -,64339 -,61763 -,38306 -*36314 -*31030 -*36132
.3000 *06001 -.54780 -* 49637 -.34314 -.50126 -.48260 -,48260 -.45666 -.30816 -.31061 -_26373
.4000 .03803 -.42672 -.39878 -,41275 -,38947 -,38013 -. $61311 -.31961 -*Z9633 -* _'4049 -.203]9
• 5000 ,03Z94 -.33824 -*30098 -.29167 -,118701 -.96839 -.26373 -,_4310 -*JP11130 -, 17059 -.14263
.6000 ,04363 -,74976 ".22181 -,111150 -.20789 -*19368 -*18436 -.11525 -.|3662 -.11471 -*10340
• 7000 *03664 -.17039 -, 14731 -,11917 -,11471 -*10340 -*09142 -.0867? ",07280 -.063411 -*07280
,8000 ,02623 -.08677 -,07743 -*07743 -,03534 "*00760 -*01113? -*0111116 ",01691 -*01691 -*03417
,9000 *01448 *01368 *02963 *02034 ,05294 .03088 .06691 *076Z11 *08080 .0309? -.03881
,9800 ,00406 ,13676 • 16005 .11148 .14608 *16470 *13333 *17860 *17402 ,14142 -*0?743
• 01113 -,01894 .46279 ,43013 .36961 * 9;_378 *93773 .83064 .80270 *75613 *6?696 .60711
,0230 -.02615 ,20661 ,15539 .16936 *69093 *?0536 *569115 .537116 .50000 *42003 .33701
• 0500 -*03955 *02963 -*02623 ,0:_963 * 40;_;_1 .4;_549 ,3090? *18113 .11:'900 *16936 ,10416
.1000 -,04683 -,08211 -,11003 -.06348 *14608 .16470 *11348 .07137 *04363 -*00196 -*03089
• 1300 -,05345 -*10540 -*12868 -*11003 *01500 ,05194 *00171 "*00760 "*04486 -*06014 -*0??45
• 2000 -,09730 -*12068 -,13?95 -.1;_368 -*05354 -*00254 -,03009 "*06590 -*0??43 -*10540 -*10540
• 3000 -*06001 -.14269 -.11937 -*14263 -*09608 -.05005 -.07260 -.0??45 -.09603 -,11005 -.11471
• 4000 -*05803 -.11937 -*11003 -*11790 -.036?? -*05003 **OIZZ6 -,081111 -*00111 -.10074 -,11003
,3000 -*03194 -,09608 -.10540 -.14731 -*0?230 -*04020 -*0?100 *,03031 -,091_2 -,0??43 -*086??
,6000 -,04961 -*08211 -*06314 -*09142 -*04430 -*01691 -*04406 -*04486 -,03417 -,0636i -*0??49
• ?000 -,03664 -,05365 -.OZ6Z3 -,04486 -*012Z6 -,012116 -,01691 -*01691 -*05354 -,040?0 -,05303
• 8000 -*01626 -,03089 *02500 -*00?60 *01368 *03431 *01303 ,01064 ,00171 -*03691 -,0)354
,go00 -,01448 ,05294 ,0?6|2 ,04820 ,07137 *06223 *03334 ,08033 *06220 *06023 -,00294
• 9500 -,00403 *13211 *16000 ,14142 ,15073 ,16005 .!6470 ,16470 .13073 ,12743 ,04363
INTEGRATEDcn .z736 .1316 .1663 .3,6 .4oo9 .35?3 .31o9 .z7o9 .lO39 ,t6?z
&_, (DEG) -13.000 -13,000 -11.;_50 -3*?30 -3*000 -6,000 -6,000 -6*000 *6,000 -6,000
O, + AO., (DIG) -3,100 -3,100 ,690 0,150 6,900 g,900 g,900 3,000 3,000 3,900




(d) Wing twist configuration VTW7S3P. ot = 12.20°; CL = 0.606; CL,p ----0.591
t
! VALUES_ Cp FOR yls =
_ xtc zlc
-,061ZZ .06122 ,1560. ,20366 .z_lze .z9069 .3.651 _ .,417s .48937 .53699b
I
i 0,0000 0,00000 -Z,$413] -Z.900S8 -3,17§70 I-3,03911 -2.8_861 -2,?6069 -2,42961 -1,78613 -h34310 ,89508
•0125 ,01804 -3.9777] -4,1549Z -4.22486 -4,11762 -3,9??73 ;-3.77711 -3.60598 -3.17103 -2,76035 -,66?02
• OZSO ,0261_ -].14098 -5.02223 -5,97814 -4,_533_ -3.6106] -Z.80609 -2,91913 -2,32756 -2.36436 -1,43309
•OSO0 ,OYSS] -i'.Z8040 2,24776 Z.46692 -Z.K1S6] -2,]ZZ37 I-|.14776 ],10268 h08405 1.59028 -1.11725
• 1000 .04603 -|,66_89 -1,6Z759 -1.75349 -1,73900 -1,70686 -!.60_57 -1,g$096 -l,4ZZ_Z -:.23390 -1,02140
,_SO0 ,05345 -1.]4701 -1,29105 -1.46009 -1.33970 -1._714 -L,31_03 -t,23390 -1,1333L -1,01208 -,918|4
.ZOO0 °0]750 -1,147]0 -1.08202 -1.16129 -1.147|0 -1.11000 -1.09133 *1.06337 -,94213 -,86751 -,89550
• 1000 .06001 -,0?219 -,80690 -,04421 -,33400 -,$0690 -,77093 -,70561 -,690]] -*66701 -,690_3
.4000 ,03803 -.6856_ -.60|73 -*62039 -.6Z971 -*39Z41 ",54_70 -,06963 -*$3179 -*52713 -.50383
*SO00 ,03Z94 -.52713 -,44786 -*45Z3Z -,43151 -.42920 -*61053 -,410S5 -.]40Z7 -*39656 -,35916
,6000 ,04563 -.39650 -.]126] -*|2106 -.]0320 -.30330 ",29664 -.ZS667 -,15607 -.2?999 -*23902
,7000 .03664 -,Z?]]] -*20538 -.21004 -*19109 -,13673 ",37174 -,10079 -,lgeTg -,13564 -.10200
.8000 ,01613 -,1TZT4 -,09013 -.09347 -,04210 -.07940 -,06049 -,o]t]O -.06003 -.07481 ,05108
• 9000 ,01448 -.06349 -,00021 • *00912 *01864 *03143 *04176 ,0_176 *02709 -*00934 .18165
• 9800 ,00403 ,02310 ,06973 ,07640 ._1170 ,1_103 ,1_103 ,1]03] .1300_ ,09309 ,30208
• 0125 -,01894 .80648 ,81331 *95104 ,96969 .90134 |*00133 ,9i363 ,96036 .90441 *]9100
• 0150 !-*02610 .04146 ,98360 ,95S?0 .96036 ,96969 ,97635 .96669 *9?420 .9|268 .37749
• 0500 -*0]]5] ,87643 .9650] *90441 ,69042 ,87177 ,$4379 ,63110 .76_10 .71_5 ,_14_9
• 1000 -,04683 .64796 .73664 ,6339_ ,61064 .]966] *_|731 ,61006 ,43811 .62|70 *12369
• 1500 -,05345 .4707S .56401 *46141 *6§110 ,4]]45 .41946 .40567 ._9614 *17957 .01844
.2000 -,037|0 ,]Z6ZO ,42946 .37140 .34951 *32620 .31687 .31687 ,]3_94 *16766 -,0]185
.3000 -.06001 .15367 ,_469] .21429 *23194 ,19S63 .19097 .|$013 .1]$0] *01777 -.10_80
• 4000 -*05803 ,06041 ,15367 *|6199 ,14434 ,16199 .14000 .13966 ,!0230 ,00075 -.1]0??
• 5000 -.05294 -*00487 *080]9 ,11170 .11170 ,10704 .10704 ,09771 ,06041 .06176 -,135_4
• 6000 -*04]63 -.04684 .0464] *07906 *0930_ ,10T04 .09?T1 ,00]?Z o07640 .0]075 -.63077
.7000 -*03666 -,10_80 -,00954 *08839 ,0?906 ,0?640 .08372 ,09305 ,07906 *0_100 -,09347
.8000 -*026_3 _*09347 -,009Y4 ,0]_7_ .0037_ *08829 ,09771 .10_|3 *0037Z *08039 -*00934
,9000 -.01448 -*04686 *01344 .06]07 *07440 ,09771 *10136 *10704 *12103 .lZ103 .11170
.9800 -*00403 -*00021 ,0697] ,10704 *1013] ,11103 *12_69 ,i_367 ,16190 .18160 *14693
INT_GRA_[Dcn ,061, .9189 .901] ,9349 ,0990 ,8578 ,8339 ,?,00 ,6768 ,3659
_(z,, iDEG) o.ooo o.ooo o,ooo o,ooo o,ooo o.ooo o,ooo o.ooo o.ooo -13.ooo
_+_,I&G) 1_._oo1,.,oo 1,._oo 1,.,oo 1_._oo 1,.,00 1,.,oo 1].,oo 1,.,0o -,.6oo


















(a) GroupI--continuous span-load distributions.



























-5 i I i I , I , I , I
1.0 --
.8
.4 P. i _,
!I I I I I I
-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 l .0
y/s
(a) VTW1_onfiguration.e = 7.50°.
Aa, ,......._.....,---_---'-"-_
deg 0
i -5 I I , I , l , I , I
1.0
.8





i I I I I I
-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
y/s
(b) VTW2configuration,a = 6.50°.
{ Figure5. Wingtwist distributionsand measuredspan-loaddistributionsfor group I VTW configurationsat a





deg 0 _;_ _1_




c .4 O'" - "_._ _..,
I I I 1 ! I
-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
y/s
(c)VTW3 configuration,e = 4.80°.
A(_, -5
deg -10
-15 , | , I , I
1.0





I I, I L I I
-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 l .0
y/s
(d)VTW4 configuration,a = 12.50_.
Figure5.Concluded.
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f o Interpolated,trailing edge
i) -3I y/s= -0.06122 _ ylS= 0,06122
Cp -2_I-_%,o,,,o,,,° a + Aa = 7.500 _ a + Aa = ?.5000
' ,f,iri 1 _
": -4F Y/ -;_ s= 0.15604 y/s= 0.20366









t 1 I , I . A
-3 _ y/S= O.25128 - y/S - O.29889
-2_ (:I+ Aa = 7.5000 _'%-,,. (:I+ A(;{= 7.500Cp -I _ o
_l , I , I , I f J _A I , I i I , I ,J
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x/c x/c
(a) VTW1 configuration.




_ _- J,_ -_0-,,.. ,= •





y/s= O.34651 y/s= O.44175





: I _, I i I , I j I i I P , I , I , I , I , I
L ,
-3V fs = o.48937 -I y/s= 0.53699
i -2_ a + A a = 7.5000 a + Aa = 7.5000
: Cp -I .._O_o._o... _
1_, I J I i I z I I I _' I I I, I i I i!
-3i\ o.58 6 - y/s_-o. 3m
-2 Aa = 7.5000 a +6 a=7.500
• \
Cp -1- "%.. - _-o
"0"_'_0"'00 .... _ -0,,____ "_'0--..._
" 1 _, I J I , I , I l 1 I l I , I I I
i 0 .2 .4 6 8 1.0 0 2 4 6 8 1.0/t • • • i, • •
xlc xlc
: _ (a) Continued•
i Figure 6. Continued. 29






;:_ -3 _ y/s = O.67985 yls = O.72747
-2 a+Z_a= 7.5000 a+aa= 7.50o°
Cp-I
0 .... _ _ = = =__
- I , I , I , I i I i I , I i I i I i I i J
_:I -2E yls= O.77509 _ yls= O.82270
-iL__7.500 0 L_ a+Aa:7.5000
Cp _._ __
1 ' I i I i I i I i J ' I i I i I i I __i
t. y/s = O.87032 y/s O.91794
c -IL%o °` a+Aa=7.
5000 L
P o.... _
1 , I I I I I I _._l__L__ , I I I , I I I I I
. y/s= O.96556 y/s= O.98937
-IL a + A a = 7.5000
Cp ._. __°_%g=__.m_,___.,_- _ G°'%---o-_ a + Aa =o_°'-°7"5000
,_-n--o--B_@-'=B_o__n0F--_ - ..-.._ _- .
I,
, I , I , I i l i I , I i I i I i I i l






- =r- ;liqr_..-. - _....






:,_ _ yls= -0.06122 - yls=ii -3 a + Aa = 6.5000 a + Aa0"=061226.5000
-2
Cp -I0, __
I , I I I i I i l I_ I I I , I , l i I
-4-
- y/s = 0•15604 F y/s = 0.20366
5000 _







1 I , I , I , I , J
-3--
y/s= 0.25128 y/s= 0.29889 '
-2 a + Ao = 6.5000 a + Ao - 6.5000
Cp0 "°-"°"-°---,,- "_'_
• ._, 1 I I , I I I I •










y/s = O.67985 - y/s = O.72747




1._, I i 1 i I i I , J _-, I , I L I i I I J
y/s= O.77509 y/s = O.82270




1 _ , I j I m I t I i ! _, I I I i I i I , I
-2_ y/s= 0.87032 i
- -_b 0+ Aa = g.000o _ yls= 0.91794 !
Cp "%.. %,o a +Aa = 9.000° :
0'_'--0...,....0 . "0"--,..0,..,.._
L _ "--o--_ _i
0 _.=.o__= ="_-:_-_-.-o._ .j_n.o-_,_= _--_a_=_..__
1' I J 1 _ I, I , J L, I l I, I , I j J
-2 - y/s= 0.96556 - y/s= 0.98937
-I _ a+,Xa=9.5000 _ a+Aa= 9.5000Cp
°'-°-'__---w_L_,,,.- "%'°'O--o__,o_,._.,_. o,._.o/°"_0 r o._._----:- ---_-__._
1'_ , ] I I _ I I I _ _ , I _ I I I _ I _ l






i o Measured,lowersurface[ o Interpolated,trailing edge
lw _ --4 m
' f
i: y/s= -0.06122 y/s= 0.06122




I J I , I , I , I , I , I a I , I , I ) I
-4- yls= 0.15604 [- yls= 0.20366
-3 a +Aa = 6.8000 L- a +Aa = 6.8000
i ° i
o..-o_-
_ _ _ : __--o_.,,_
0 ja._.o- ---u_'_-_ °'--°"_"- -
I , I j I i i , I J I
m3 B
i' y/s= 0.25128 y/s= 0.20880
-2 _ a +Aa= 6.8000 _, a + Aa= 8.8000
lid-, I , 1 I I ) I t I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
i x/c x/c
i
_1 (c) VTW3 configuration.
Figure 6. Continued.
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i o Measured, upper surface
o Measured, lower surface
:, o Interpolated, trailing edge
-3[ y/s:0.  51 [ y/s=0.44175
0 °"_'°"°'-"°"'_
l'_' I J I ' I , I I I _d_, I I i i i , i j 1
: y/S= 0.48937 - y/s = 0.53599
•,_ -3 a + Aa = 10.8000 a + Aa = 10. 8000
cp "ii'
y/s = 0.5N61
-3_ a + Aa= 8.800o __ Y/S= 0"63223
a + Aa = 8. 8000
1 _' I I I I l i I i 1
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 2 .4 .6 8 1.0
t x/c x/c
.!
' t (c) Continued,




-3r- y/s: 0.67985 - y/s = O.72747
-2 (x+ Aa = 8.8000 a + _a = 6.800o
Cp-I
¢>"°'_-o-.__ o....c__
1 , l , I _ l _ I t I , I m I i I I I I l
-2 [. y/s= O.77509 =
Cp -1___"%.o_o...o__o__.°+ 60 = 6,8000 __ _.o_ y/s = O.82270
1 _ , I , I , I I I _.._1
-2-_.., __yls= 0.87032 r y/s= 0,91794
Cp _.O._o___
0 ____o_.___._ _,,,_.._,_,,____o..._.8__.,:,._
1 , I I I _ I , I _ I _ , 1 i I , l l I I }
_2 _
. y/s = O.96556 y/s = O.98937
-I _ 0 + Aa = 4,8000 a + Aa = 4,800
1' , I Lli I, IiI L, I _ I l I i I I l









-5_ yls= -0.06122 I yls= 0.06122







1 _ , I , I j I l I
-4
[ y/s:o.156_ E y/s:o.2o_
i a + Ao = 11.5000 a + Aa = 10.5000
Cp
v 0ro...._o._._o_o_o_u_--..l_,...,_, .-...-










yls = O.25128 F yls = O.29889
-3 a + Aa = 9.5000 + Aa = 8.5000
-2,
, Cp -1
°°°°°-" 7;-TT1 , I , lj I _ ;__L__I
m3 m
yls= O.34651 y/s= O._175
-2 _ a + Aa = 7.5000 . a + Aa = 6.5000
Cp_ 1 _o._.o...o...o_o.._o_<," _'°"'o-..o...o_o._.o...._0 _--o-_-o-o-o-o_--1_,
.0 -°- ._-_-°-°-°-°-°-°-°-_,_-_o
I,¢ , I i I i I i I , I ¢, I i I i I i I i I
-3_ y/s = 0.48937 - y/s = 0.53699
-21_ a + Aa- 6.5000 a + Aa= 6.5000
I_ , I i I i I i I ,I _lg-.L I _ I , I i I i_









= -21_q'- y/s = 0.58461 _ y/s = 0.63_3
_p _ L_ 5"5°°°
-1L_ a+Aa=6.500 0
0 __ o---o_o.__
1 , I , I I i I I I I , I , I j I , I , I
-2_
i_ y/s= o.67985 y/s= o.72747
_ a+Aa=4.500 o
-1 L_'°_°"°--ao.,,+ Aa= 5.5000
Cpo, y_____°_o____._ /=°-:_---__-_
l , I i I I I I I i I i I i I., i I I I J
-2--
y/s= 0.77509 _ y/s= 0.82270
-1 _ Aa = 4.500°Cp a+ Aa= 4.5000"°'---o_..o_,,
_- __,>..,=
1,D ' I l I i I x_.._l._._x._A --_ I I i I i I z l
y/s = 0.87032 y/s
lFo o.o.___'_ a+Aa=3.500
0.91794
--"-_o._ a +Aa = 1.500oo----..o....
Cp0!-=-o-o-°-°=__:_ U o.o.o___°--=-___=_.___
1 i i I i I i I i I , I i I , I , I i I
-1,-- >,Is:o. .- o.98937
: _,, a+ aa = O.5000 _o-o_ a +Aa= O.5000
: _ ' I I I i 1 I I i l _/,,_, I i I I I i I i l







i_ 0 _ ___




i -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 l.0
y/s
i (a)VTW5 configuration.(_= 11.50°.
i
:' deg -5






0 . I I I I i i
: -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
y/s
ii (b)VTW6 configuration,c_= 9.10°.
Aa, 0
deg -5
-lO , I , I , I , I , I
1.O
.8





0 r , .....
-,2 0 ,2 .4 .6 .8 l.0
y/S
(c)VTWT conBguration.(_= 8.50°.
Figure 7. Wing twistdistributionsand measured span-loadd_.stributionsforgroup II"VTW configurationsat a








500o a + Aa= II. 5000
m
Cp
11_"¢ I i I t I l I a I
-5- y/s = 0.15604




1_4, I , I , I i I_.L_J
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x/c x/c
(a) VTW5 configuration.









I o Interpolated,trailing edge




o ,,_+_-----_-+--+-'-_-+,,_ °:+- ----"_
' I ' I , II I i I , i i I , J , I J I ,
-2 _, y/s = O.67985 y/s = O.72747
_i l I I , I , I , I , ] , I , I , I , I
; -2 - y/s = O.77509 y/s = O.82270
i -1_ "500° _ 4"500°
Cp o _ =--_-°---_:::_ F=-_'_--_- +_
I I I ' l I I , t , I , I , I , I , I i J
-2 - y/s= O.87032 - y/s = O.91794
-1'L _+Ao=4.500° ;L _+_= 4._00°
Cp _o. _. _ .
0 F `'-"--+oCo'_-:-_ __-°-°_
I , I , I I I I I I ] I I , I i l , I , I
-1 y/s= O.96556 y/s = O.98937
Cp 0 - :'-'
1 4, I , I , I , I













_ " yls= -0.06122 yls= 0.06122)
; -: a+ Aa = 9.I00° a +Aa = 9.I00°
' -2
Cp -I i X°_'°"°"°"_]. , I , l , l , , , J _l_ l I_ , l l l
-5F y/s'- 0.15604 I y/s= 0.20366





y/s= 0.25128 F y/s= 0.29889
-' a + A o = 9.100° _- a + Ao = 9.1000














]_ I I I I I j I J I - I J I I I i I i ]
;: -3
y/s r--0.48937 y/s= 0.53699
-3_ y/s=o._846] F y/s=o.63z23
-2_ a +Z_a= g.I00o _ a+Z_a= 5.1000
Fk i
cp- oI __ w _,-.,,__.._
, I , I I # j I , J





- " ' '' ......... ' .... "'_" ..... : ..... . "11__
1985010641-046
o Measured, upper surface
o Measured, lower surface
o Interpolated,trailing edge
-2-
y/s= 0.67985 _ y/s= 0.72747
Cp -IF---°'O.o.° a+Aa= 3.I000 -'O-oF-%a+Aa= 3.I00°" _ _O_o... ."
__ --" - _. _O-___..Q....,_ 0_0...
l'' I , I , I , l i J ' I I I I I , I j I
__ -2--
r- _ y/s= 0.17509 _-- y/s= 0.82210i -I%_ _+_ =3.1000
_. Cp 0__-_-_°2°__=_ ° "_________°-O--o._o__.a+__._,_a=3.1000
].' ' I i I J I j J l l ' I I I a I t I a I
y/s = 0.87032
, -I  o__oO+ 3.1000 o.91794
% 0,_...__o_.__- _o- __.__+,_____:3.6000I [, I ) I j I i i j I , I
-I _ y/s= 0.96556
_-_-- -_ m__l..l _
._ - _fa"-S:>
IT , I I I I I j I j I t___l I I i I I I I l










i' yls= -0.06122 _ y/s= O.06122
-2 _ a + Aa = 8.5000 _ C{+ Aa = 8. 5000
-\ -%
_p-1:_._ ,-
I_ _P, I , I , I , I l l
_3 [ y/s:o.15604 _- y/s:o.20366
1
-3_" y/s = O.25128 _" y/s = O.29889
= .500o
Cp
0 l_,_ _---o-o.-o-o-_-_--_-_ i_.o___-o---o-o-o_y_._
II_, "I i I i l , I i I i_ I i I , I , I , I















"_ -3 r- -
_ y/s= O.48937 y/s= O.53699
i Cp -1-2___8" 5000 _= 8.5000
1 I , I , I _, I I I i I , I I J
-3--
y/s= O.58461 [- y/s= O.63223
-2 a + Aa = 8.5000 a + Aa = 8.5000
1 I I I , I _ I , I _ I j I I I I I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x/c x/c
(e) Continued.
_ Figure 8. Continued.
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A_, 0 ! *! !
deg -5 , *




I ! I I I I






-20 , I , I , I , I , I
1,0
.8 _ -_
! t I i * L
-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
y/s
(b)VTW7S] configuration,a : 11.40°.




.... ii iiI .... • - I ill ill - ii i,i .k I--_ ._ ..... , ...... ---- _--_ _ __
1985010641-051
0,i deg ..15
i I I I I ,
-20 .... I
1.0
.8 c"- -_'-_ _'_:_"
.6 ... "_
O i • l 1 1 JL
-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
y/s




-20 , I , 1 ,I I i, I , I
.6 " _
i I i * I I
-,2 0 ,2 ,4 ,6 ,8 1,0
y/s








- y/s= -0.06122 _ '._/s= 0 06122
l a + Aa- 11 o m •-3. - -60(] _ a + Aa= 11.600o
-1 -
0
'" +-- -- "" " 0 r j, -- w._1_7
Cp -! a AQ - iX.600 i +Aa = II.6000
0
1__ _,, J , , , , , ,J
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x/c x/c
(a) VTWTSoconfiguration.
Figure 10. Pressuredistribution measurementsforgroup III VTW configuration&
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1 __..__..m_L, I , I I I
-3 - --
y/s= 0.48937 y/s= 0.53699
-2 a + Aa = 11.6000 a + Aa = 11.6000
o __
._------ a_or---1 , I , I = 1 = I , I I I = I m I = I
-2 _" y/s = O.58461 I- y/s = O.63223
Cp __11f_ " k a+Aa=ll'600°___





• ;, Figure 10, Continued.
,._, _$
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-- ............. - - - . ,_ __." .............. 1_'_
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o Measured, upper surface
o Measured, lower surface
<>Interpolated, trailing edge
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1 , I i I t I t I f I t
, I I I t I t I l l
_2 r--" 'I
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y/s- = O.96556 y/s O.98937
__o__ o_+Aa= 5.600° 6000Cp 0 _ -_-o._ :--at,












-4[- y/s: 0.34651 - y/s= 0.44175





ILIE,° , I i I i I , I _ I , I i I i I , I , I
-3- y/s = 0.48937 [- y/s = 0.53699
-2 , o + Act= 11.400o _ Ct+ Act= -3.600°
Cp -I' _%-o
r "°_°_°_O-_o-__o_ 3 x)"°_°---o--._
II_ , I i I l I J I x I , I i I j I a I j I
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Cp 0g_.-°°°-°-°-o-8-_-_- _ __o-o-o--o--o--o--8--A_,__
F -"® _ _"--oo
1,l_ , I j I I I l I j I , , I , I i I , 1 j I









-3L y/s= 0.67985 y/s = 0.72747
-2 F a + Aa = -3.600° __ o + A a = 11.4000k
C - "_q,ko.o
e P -I J%-O.O_o._.o.._" 1- °"_°"_o--,--o_..._
0 o "_'°'0'''°-°-__- _ / ,o..O- -- ......
n-o"
1 i I i J _ I , 1 , J _l I i I , I , 1 , I
• -2E; y/s= 0.77509 y/s = 0.82270
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(d) Concluded.
Figure 10. CoLcluded.
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